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In this paper we introduce and study the nearly uniformly norm upper semiconti-
nuity for subdifferential mappings. Further we establish the interesting relations
between uniform a upper semicontinuity and nearly uniformly norm upper semi-
 .continuity. Moreover, we discuss the weakly weak* uniformly upper semicontinu-
ity and give applications in differentiability theory. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of the duality mapping and the subdifferential mapping has
w xbeen developed extensively by the topics 1, 2, 4, 5 . In 1993, Giles and
w xMoors 3 introduced and studied the properties of a upper semicontinu-
ity and uniform a upper semicontinuity for set}valued mappings. This a
upper semicontinuity and norm upper semicontinuity with compact values
are equivalent for duality mappings, but both are different in the uniform
case. The purpose of this paper is to establish the interesting relations
between uniform a upper semicontinuity and uniformly norm upper
semicontinuity. For this purpose, we define the concept of nearly uni-
formly norm upper semicontinuity. We will show that the uniform a upper
semicontinuity is equivalent to the nearly uniformly norm upper semiconti-
 .nuity for subdifferential mapping x ª ­ p x from X into subsets of X*;
w xp is the gauge of a bounded closed convex set K with 0 g int K. In 3 , it
has been proved that a Banach space X has uniformly Frechet differen-Â
 .tiable norm if and only if the duality mapping x ª D x is uniformly norm
 .upper semicontinuous on S X . In this paper we will introduce the weakly
 .weak* uniformly upper semicontinuity of the subdifferential mapping of
the gauge and prove that for a closed bounded convex set K with
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0 g int K, if the subdifferential mapping of the gauge function of K is
 .  .weakly weak* uniformly upper semicontinuous on S X , then it is single
 .}valued on S X . Further we give the characterizations of the above two
continuity properties for subdifferential mappings. These characterizations
have useful applications in the differentiability theory. Our work gener-
w xalises some results from Giles and Moors's paper 3 .
2. NEARLY UNIFORMLY NORM UPPER
SEMICONTINUITY
Let X be a Banach space; the dual space of X will be denoted by X*.
 .We denote the closed unit ball of X by U X and the unit sphere of X by
 .S X . A closed bounded convex set K in a Banach space, given x* g
 4X* _ 0 and d ) 0, the slice of K defined by x* and d ) 0, is a subset
 .   .  . 4S K, x*, d s x g K : x* x ) sup x* K y d . For a set A in a metric
space X, the Kuratowski index of noncompactness of A is
a A s inf « ) 0: A is covered by a finite family of sets .
4of diameter less than « .
2 A denotes the set of all nonempty subsets of the set A.
Let X be a topological space and Y be a metric space. The mapping
F: X ª 2Y is said to be a upper semicontinuous at x g X if, given « ) 0,
  ..there exists an open neighbourhood U of x such that a F U - « .
Let X be a Banach space and Y be a metric space, F: X ª 2Y. We say
 .that F is uniformly a upper semicontinuous on S X if, given « ) 0,
 .    ..  .there exists a 0 - d « - 1 such that a F B x, d - « for all x g S X
 .   . 5 5 4where B x, d s a g S X : x y a - d .
Consider a set-valued mapping F: X ª 2Y where X, Y are topological
spaces and Y with t topology. We refer to F as a t upper semicontinuous
 .mapping at x g X if, given a t open set W containing F x , there exists
 .an open neighbourhood U of x such that F U ; W. Further we say that
F is a t usco mapping at x g X if F is t upper semicontinuous at x g X
 .and F x is nonempty, t compact.
 .A norm usco mapping F from a metric space X, d into subsets of a
Banach space Y is said to be uniformly norm upper semicontinuous on X
 .  .  .  .if, given « ) 0, there exists a d « ) 0 such that F x9 ; F x q «U Y
 .for all d x, x9 - d .
Now we introduce a generalization of uniformly norm upper semiconti-
nuity. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, F: X ª 2Y. If F is a norm usco
 .mapping and for any given « ) 0 there exists a d « ) 0 such that
 4  .  4.  4whenever x ; S X and diam x - d , then x has a subsequencen n n
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 4x which satisfiesni
F x ; F x q «U Y for all i , j G 1. .  . .n ni j
 .We say that F is nearly uniformly norm upper semicontinuous on S X .
Given a closed bounded convex set K with 0 g int K in a Banach space
 .  4X, the gauge p of K is defined by p x s inf l G 0: x g lK . It is known
w xthat p is a uniformly continuous sublinear functional on X 8 . Recall that
0 0   .K , the polar of K, is defined by K s x* g X*: x* x F 1 for all
4 0 0 00x g K and K is weak* compact convex and 0 g int K . K denotes the
polar of K 0 in X**.
Let w be a continuous convex function on a nonempty open convex set
A of a Banach space X. A subgradient of w at x g A is a continuous0
 .  .  .linear functional x* on X such that x* x y x F w x y w x for all0 0
 .x g A. The subdifferential of w at x is denoted by ­w x and is the set0 0
 .of subgradients of w at x . The set-valued mapping x ª ­ p x from0
 4X _ 0 into subsets of X* is called the subdifferential mapping.
We note some basic relations between polar and subdifferential. For a
bounded closed convex set K with 0 g int K, given x g X, for any0
U  . U  .  . U  .  .x g ­ p x , we have x x s p x and x x F p x for all x g X, so0 0 0 0 0 0
U  . U 0x x F 1 for all x g K and x g K .0 0
ÃWe use to denote natural embedding elements.
Consider a bounded closed convex K in a Banach space X. We will say
 .that K has property Ua if, given « ) 0, there exists a d « ) 0 such that
  ..  .a S K, x*, d - « for all x* g S X* . For a bounded closed convex set
A in a dual space X*, we say that A has property weak* Ua if, given
 .   ..« ) 0, there exists a d « ) 0 such that a S A, x, d - « for all x gÃ
 .S X .
 .  .Given a Banach space X, for each x g S X we denote by D x the set
  .  . 4  .  .x* g S X* : x* x s 1 . The set-valued mapping x ª D x from S X
 .  .into subsets of S X* is called the duality mapping on S X . It is clear
 .  .  .  .that when K s U X we have D x s ­ p x for all x g S X . For a
 4  4sequence x in a Banach space X, the separation constant of x isn n
 . 5 5 4defined by sep x s inf x y x : n / m .nG1 n n m
Let A, B be nonempty, bounded, closed subsets of a metric space X.
The Hausdorff distance from A to B is defined to be the real number
H A , B s sup sup d a, B , sup d b , A . .  .  . 5
agA bgB
F denotes the set of all nonempty, bounded, closed subsets of X. It is
 .known that H ?, ? is a metric on F.
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THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a bounded closed con¨ex set with 0 g int K in a
Banach space and let p be the gauge of K on X. Then the following statements
are equi¨ alent:
 . 01 K has property weak* Ua .
 .  .2 The subdifferential mapping x ª ­ p x is nearly uniformly norm
 .upper semicontinuous on S X .
 .  .3 The subdifferential mapping x ª ­ p x is uniformly a upper semi-
 .continuous on S X .
 .  . 0 0Proof. 1 « 2 : Since K has property weak* Ua , so K has property
w xa for each x / 0. By 3, 5 we claim that the subdifferential mappingÃ
 .  4x ª ­ p x is norm usco at each x g X _ 0 . For any given « ) 0, accord-
 .ing to assumption 1 , there is a corresponding h ) 0 such that for all
 .   0 ..x g S X we have a S K , x, h - « . Arbitrarily take a d ) 0 withÃ
5 5 <  .  . < 5 50d ? sup x* - hr2 such that p x y p y - hr2 when y y x - d .x*g K
Note that p is uniformly continuous on X when K is convex and
w x .  4  .  4.0 g int K 8 . Suppose that x ; S X and diam x - d . If x* gn n
 .­ p x , we deducen
x* x s x* x q x* x y x* x .  .  .  .1 n 1 n
0 5 5 5 5G sup x K y x* x y x .Ãn n 1
) sup x K 0 y hr2 s p x y hr2 ) p x y h .  .  .Ãn n 1
s sup x K 0 y h . .Ã1
 .  0 .   .4.This shows that ­ p x ; S K , x , h for all n G 1. Thus a ­ p xÃn 1 n
 .  .- « . So there exists a g g 0, « and sets A g X* with diam A F g ,i i
k   .4  .i s 1, 2, . . . , k, such that D A > ­ p x . Further for each ­ p x weis1 i n n
can define a nonempty index set as
s s j: ­ p x l A / B, j s 1, 2, . . . , k . . 4n n j
 4`Since k is a fixed integer, clearly s is a finite set. We note that ifn ns1
 .  .s s s , then for any a g ­ p x and any b g ­ p x we haven m n m
  ..   ..d a, ­ p x F g and d b, ­ p x F g . Consequently,m n
H ­ p x , ­ p x .  . .n m
s sup sup d a, ­ p x , sup d b , ­ p x .  . .  .m n 5
 .  .ag­ p x bg­ p xn m
F g - « .
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  .4   .4   .  ..Hence ­ p x has a subsequence ­ p x such that H ­ p x , ­ p xn n n ni i j
 .  .  .- « . This shows that ­ p x ; ­ p x q «U X* for all i, j G 1.n ni j
 .  . 02 « 1 : If K does not have property weak* Ua , then there exists an
 4  .   0 2 ..« ) 0 and a sequence x ; S X such that a S K , x , 1rk G 2«Ã0 k k 0
0  0 2 .for all k G 1. Thus, for each slice of K , S K , x , 1rk , we can choose aÃk
 U k .4  0 2 .  U k ..sequence x in S K , x , 1rk with sep x ) « . FromÃn k nG1 n 0
U k . .  0. 2 U k . .  .x x ) sup x K y 1rk and x y F p y for all y g X, it fol-Ãn k k n
U k . . U k . .  .  . 2lows that x y y x x F p y y p x q 1rk for all y g X. Byn n k k
w x k .  . U k .the Brùndsted]Rockafellar theorem 7 , there exist y g S X and yn n
 k .. 5 k . 5 5 U k . U k . 5g ­ p y such that y y x - 2rk, y y x - 2rk for alln n k n n
1  .n G 1. By assumption 2 , for given « r8 there is a d ) 0 such that0 0
 4  .  4.  4whenever x ; S X and diam x - d , x contains a subsequencen n 0 n
 4  .  .  .x with ­ p x ; ­ p x q « r8 U X* , i, j G 1. Now select an inte-n n n 0i i j
 4 5 k 9. 5ger k9 G 1 with 4rk9 - min d , « r8 . It follows from y y x - 2rk90 0 n k 9
 k 9.4.for all n G 1 that diam y - d . Thus, without loss of generality,n 0
­ p y k 9. ; ­ p y k 9. q « r8 U X* . .  .n m 0
 U k 9.. 5 U k 9. U k 9. 5for all n, m G 1. Observe sep x ) « and y y xnG1 n 0 n n
 U k 9..- 2rk9 - « r8 for all n G 1. Therefore sep y G « r2. Arbitrar-0 nG1 n 0
 k 9.. U k 9. U k 9.  k 9..ily fix a set ­ p y . For each y , we can find u in ­ p y suchn n n n0 0
5 U k 9. U k 9. 5  U k 9.  k 9...  k 9..that y y u s d y , ­ p y for all n. Because ­ p y ;n n n n n0
 k 9..  . U k 9.  k 9.. 5 U k 9.­ p y q « r8 U X* and y g ­ p y , we get that y yn 0 n n n0U k 9. 5  U k 9..u F « r8 for all n. By virtue of sep y G « r2, we obtainn 0 nG1 n 0
 U k 9.. U k 9.  k 9..  k 9..sep u G « r4. However, u g ­ p y , n G 1, and ­ p y isnG1 n 0 n n n0 0
norm compact, which is a contradiction.
 .  .  .  .3 « 1 : For any x g S X , an easy computation shows that p x G
5 51rsup y , soy g K
1
0sup x K G for all x g S X . .  .Ã
5 5sup y
ygK
 . 2 5 5Given x g S X and 0 - d - 1rsup y , following the proof of The-y g K
 . w x  0 2 .   ..  .orem 3.2 i in 3 , we have S K , x, d ; ­ p B x, 2d q 2dU X* . ByÃ
 .  .the assumption of 3 , for given « ) 0 there exists a 0 - d « - «r2 such
   ...  .   0 2 ..that a ­ p B x, 2d - « for all x g S X . Thus a S K , x, d - 2«Ã
 .for all x g S X .
1 U  . U  .  .  . 2  .Note that if x y y x x F p y y p x q 1rk for all y g X and x g S X , by the0 0 0 0 0
w x  . 5 5Brùndsted]Rockafellar theorem 7 there exist x g X and x* g ­ p x such that x y x -0
5 U 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 51rk, x* y x - 1rk. Let y s xr x . Then y y x F x y x q y y x - 1rk q0 0 0 0 0 0
5 5 < 5 5. < < 5 5 < 5 5  .  .x 1r x y 1 s 1rk q 1 y x F 1rk q x y x - 2rk. Also ­ p x s ­ p y . Thus0 0
the result holds.
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 .  . 01 « 3 : Since K has property weak* Ua , thus for given « ) 0 there
  0 ..  .exists an h ) 0 satisfying a S K , x, h - « for all x g S X . Now takeÃ
h
0 - d -
5 52 sup y*
0y*gK
<  .  . < 5 5  .such that p x y p y - hr2 when x y y - d . Consider x* g ­ p y
 .where y g B x, d . Then
x* x s x* y q x* x y x* y .  .  .  .
s p y q x* x y y .  .
s p x q p y y p x q x* x y y .  .  .  .
h h
0 0) sup x K y y s sup x K y h . .  .Ã Ã
2 2
  ..  0 .  .So ­ p B x, d ; S K , x, h for all x g S X . It follows thatÃ
   ...  .a ­ p B x, d - « for all x g S X .
COROLLARY 2.1. For a Banach space X, the following statements are
equi¨ alent:
 .   . .1 X* has property weak* Ua i.e., U X* has property weak* Ua .
 .  .2 The duality mapping x ª D x is nearly uniformly norm upper
 .semicontinuous on S X .
 .  .3 The duality mapping x ª D x is uniformly a upper semicontinu-
 .ous on S X .
w xFrom Lemma 3.1 of 3 we see that for a closed bounded convex set K
with 0 g int K in a Banach space X, K has property Ua if and only if K 00
has property weak* Ua . Using Theorem 2.1, we can immediately derive the
following result.
THEOREM 2.2. Let K be a closed bounded con¨ex set with 0 g int K in a
Banach space X and let p be the gauge of K 0 on X*. Then the following
statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 K has property Ua .
 .  .2 The subdifferential mapping x* ª ­ p x* is nearly uniformly norm
 .upper semicontinuous on S X* .
 .  .3 The subdifferential mapping x* ª ­ p x* is uniformly a upper
 .semicontinuous on S X* .
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COROLLARY 2.2. For a Banach space X, the following statements are
equi¨ alent:
 .   . .1 X has property Ua i.e., U X has property Ua .
 .  .2 The duality mapping x* ª D x* is nearly uniformly norm upper
 .semicontinuous on S X* .
 .  .3 The duality mapping x* ª D x* is uniformly a upper semicontin-
 .uous on S X* .
 .3. APPLICATIONS OF WEAKLY WEAK* UNIFORMLY
UPPER SEMICONTINUITY IN THE
DIFFERENTIABILITY THEORY
In this section we will introduce and study the properties of weakly
 .weak* uniformly upper semicontinuity for subdifferential mappings of
the gauge. Now we give the following definitions.
 .Consider a set-valued mapping F from a metric space X, d into
subsets of a linear topological space Y with t topology, where F is a t
usco mapping. We say that F is uniformly t upper semicontinuous on X
if, for any given t open neighbourhood W of 0 in Y, there exists a d ) 0
  ..  .  .such that F B x, d ; F x q W for all x g X where B x, d sd d
  . 4x9 g X : d x, x9 - d .
A set-valued mapping F from a Banach space X into subsets of X*
 .  .with weak weak* topology is said to be weakly weak* uniformly upper
 .  .semicontinuous on S X if F is a weak weak* usco mapping and for any
 .given weak weak* neighbourhood W of 0 in X* there exists a d ) 0 such
 .  .  . 5 5that F x9 ; F x q W for all x, x9 g S X and x y x9 - d .
 .To establish the relations between weakly weak* uniformly upper
semicontinuity and differentiability, we need the following concepts and
proposition.
Let X be a topological space, let Y be a linear topological space with t
topology, and let F; X ª 2Y be t upper semicontinuous at x g X. We
 .say that F is t cusco at x g X if F x is nonempty, convex, and t
compact.
 .A t usco t cusco mapping F from a topological space X into subsets
 .of a topological space linear topological space Y with t topology is said
to be minimal if its graph does not contain the graph of any other t usco
 .t cusco mapping with the same domain.
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X, d be a metric space, let Y, t be a Hausdorff
 .linear topological space Hausdorff locally con¨ex space , and let F be a
 .minimal t usco t cusco mapping from X into subsets of Y. If F is
uniformly t upper semicontinuous on X, then F is single-¨ alued on X.
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Proof. Suppose F is not single-valued at x g X. Then there exist0
 .y , y g F x and y / y . Select a y -neighbourhood U and a y -1 2 0 1 2 1 1 2
neighbourhood U such that U l U s B. Further there is a t closed2 1 2
 .balanced t closed balanced convex 0-neighbourhood W with y q W ;2
U . Since F is uniformly t upper semicontinuous on X, there exists a2
  ..  .   ..d ) 0 such that F B x, d ; F x q W. But F B x , d o y q W.d d 0 2
 .Because F is minimal t usco t cusco on X, it follows from Lemma 2.5
w x  .  .of 3 that there exists an open subset V of B x , d such that F V l1 d 0 1
 .  .y q W s B. For any x g V we have y f F x q W; if not, let2 1 1 2 1
 .y s u q u where u g F x , u g W. Then y y u s u . As W is2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1
 .balanced, u g y q W, but this is impossible. However, x g B x , d ,1 2 0 d 1
which contradicts the uniform t upper semicontinuity of F on X.
Remark 3.1. Let K be a bounded closed convex set with 0 g int K, and
w xlet p be a gauge of K. Following Lemma 3.5 by Giles and Moors 3 , one
 .  .can now prove that the subdifferential mapping x ª ­ p x on S X is
  .minimal weak*cusco. Note that the subdifferential mapping x ª ­ p x
from an open convex subset A into subsets of X* is minimal weak* cusco
 w x .see 7 . By Proposition 3.1 we get that if the subdifferential mapping
 .  .  .x ª ­ p x is weakly weak* uniformly upper semicontinuous on S X ,
then it must be single-valued.
Using Remark 3.1, we can deduce the following result.
Remark 3.2. Let K be a bounded closed convex set with 0 g int K in a
Banach space X and let p be the gauge of K. Then the subdifferential
 . mapping x ª ­ p x is weakly uniformly uniformly norm or weak* uni-
.  . U Uformly upper semicontinuous on S X if and only if, whenever x , y gn n
0  . U  . U  .  . U UK and x g S X with x x q y x y 2 p x ª 0, we have x y yn n n n n n n n
w*w U U U U .ª 0 x y y ª 0 or x y y ª 0 .n n n n
It is known that a Banach space X has uniformly very smooth uni-
.formly Frechet differentiable or uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm ifÂ Ã
wU U U U U U U U . 5 5 and only if x , y g S X* , x q y ª 2 imply x y y ª 0 x y yk k k k k k n n
w*U U .ª 0 or x y y ª 0 .k k
Consequently, we have
COROLLARY 3.1. A Banach space X has uniformly ¨ery smooth uni-
.formly Frechet differentiable or uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm if andÂ Ã
 . only if the duality mapping x ª D x is weakly uniformly uniformly norm or
.  .weak* uniformly upper semicontinuous on S X .
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